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Abstract
In the emerging e-Science, a Grid computing environment is coming into shape. However, the features of “rapid customised assembly of services” and “autonomic computing”
have yet been adequately addressed in existing Grid prototypes [Atkinson et al. ]. Our
project is set up to apply deductive synthesis to automate Grid service assembly, using
proof planning technology, provided that Grid services and applications can be specified
in a suitable logic.
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A Nontrivial Assembly Example

An econometrist is trying to recongnise hidden patterns in volatility time series of different
stock markets using Neural Network, then apply a certain type of statistical tests on the
computing results, and expect an informative plot on his own screen. What he needs
to do in the visionary eScience Grid in the senario is to just parameterise and connect
three Grid Application objects, Database, Neural Network and Statistical Tester, that are
highly abstract, top-level implementations of real world tasks and accessible directly to
Grid users.
One of the Grid Applications in the the scenario, the Neural Network, can be realised
with two elementary Grid Services:
• an Algorithm Library which is a collection of platform-specific executable codes for
functions and algorithms in specific domains, in this case, econometrics,
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Figure 1: User customised Grid Applications

• a general Computing Unit that can be some supercomputer or a cluster of supercomputers that take platform-specific codes and execute them.
In a similar fashion, the Statistical Tester can be decomposed into a Statistical Test Function Library and a Computing Unit. To interpret and plot the test result, a Visualisation
Unit is also needed, see Figure “Assembled Grid Services”.

2

Formal Specifications of the Grid

2.1

1. Situation Calculus and Petri Nets

In the situation calculus, situations s are evolving to the next situation by taking an action
a. A built-in function do(a, s) represents the result of performing a in the situation s.
Thus a function OwnBook(bookN ame, s) means we own a book named “bookName” in s
[Reiter 01]. The situation calculus offers an approach to formalise the Grid Applications
and Services. For example, we can define the Computing Unit as:
computing(compResult, do(a, s)) ≡
{(a = InputCode(Executable) ∧ (CodeLib(Executable, s)))}
which means that the general-purpose Computing Unit will produce compResult only if
the action InputCode has been done to input Executable produced by a general CodeLib
in the situation s. All other Grid Services in this scenario can be defined in this way.
The synthesis of Grid Services will be possible if there is an ontology that regulates
the naming of all actions and thus enables composite Grid Services to realise its pre-
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Figure 2: Assembled Grid Services

or post-actions. Grid Applications can be defined as composite functions with existing
knowledge of their functionality, and then broken down into simple functions that are
correspondent to Grid Services.
The situation calculus can then be mapped to Petri Nets and visualised using the
simulation and modelling environment KarmaSIM [Narayanan 99]. Roughly speaking, a
Petri Net is a bipartite graph containing places (drawn as circles) and transitions (drawn
as rectangles). Places hold tokens that enable their executions and represent predicates
about the external or internal state. Transitions are active components, and have Input I
and Output O which both map to a or many places. During execution, token is removed
from a place, passed to the transition through its Input and deposited, maybe multiplied,
in new place(s) from the transition Output. With these settings, we could have a diagram,
Figure 3,1 of the composite Grid Services that would be generated automatically by
KarmaSIM.

2.2

2. Event Logic

Event Logic is a mathematical structure based on constructive Type Theory designed to
express the key features of a distributed computing system at the level of abstraction
appropriate for specifying interactive behaviours [Bickford & Constable 03]. The logic
has only seven axioms and can be modified and extended to capture those features in the
Grid environment, such as the concept of Virtual Organisation, collaborative computation
and so on. It will be much earlier and more straightforward to apply deductive synthesis
technique in a classical constructive Typed logic formalisation.
1

All Petri Nets functions of Grid services have no arguments of situation because execution order was

assigned and indicated using the numbered arrows.
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Figure 3: Structure of the synthesised Grid example
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Work in Progress

We have been looking for an appropriate formal specification of Grid environment, using
first the situation calculus and Petri Nets, and very recently the event logic that seems
more prospective.
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